
Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Specials

Date: Jan. 18-22
Learning Plan Expectations

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

Kindergarten 1st Grade 2nd Grade 3rd Grade 4th Grade 5th Grade

PE
Lininger Exercises, Movement Story, Dance UNICEF Kid Power Ups, Optimistic Closure: Mindful Warrior Path Peace (Social Emotional Learning) Body Weight  Exercises,  Winter Movements, Dance UNICEF Kid Power Ups, Optimistic Closure: Mindful Warrior Path Peace (Social 

Emotional Learning)

Turn in: The PE Website will have your weekly PE Assignment to do at home! Check it each week! https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/kindergarten-4th-grade

PE
Konchar

Students will follow the powerpoint presentation "The Components of 
Fitness, and work with their breakout rooms to come up with ways that 
we can improve each component of fitness. Students will share these 
ideas with the rest of class. Students will then apply their new knowlege 
of components of fitness and how we can apply this to our workouts, they 
will follow me through a Yoga/Flexibility/Balance workout. Cool down, 
review lesson, and open conversation about how we can improve our 
mental health/reduce stress and anxiety (Social/Emotional Learning)

Turn in: https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

Library
Hart

Wojciechowski

Students will explore print and nonprint resources about winter, exploring 
both fiction and nonfiction books.  They will then independently choose 
books to read or activities to do in a learning room about winter.

Students will explore print and nonprint resources about winter, exploring 
both fiction and nonfiction books.  They will then independently choose 
books to read or activities to do in a learning room about winter.

Students will have an opportunity to increase their library grade on any of 
their assignments from the second quarter by completing a non-fiction 
text features activity.  They will also review all assignments from the 
second quarter.

Students will have an opportunity to increase their library grade on any of 
their assignments from the second quarter by completing a non-fiction 
text features activity.  They will also review all assignments from the 
second quarter.

Students will have an opportunity to increase their library grade on any of 
their assignments from the second quarter by completing a non-fiction 
text features activity.  They will also review all assignments from the 
second quarter.

Turn in:

Technology
Orozco/Scott

Collaborative conversationon on their day. Students will have a 4-minute 
workout out.  They will have a math talk on numbers (1-20, identifying, 
counting, and locating on number line.  Then we will have a read aloud,"

Martin's Big Words: The Life of Martin." We will MLK's legacy.

Collaborative conversationon their day. Students will have a 4-minute 
workout out.  They will have a math talk on numbers,  adding and 

subtracting using virtual manipulatives.  Then we will have a read aloud,"
Martin's Big words:The Life of Martim" We will discuss MLK's legacy.

Collaborative conversationon their day. Students will have a 4-minute 
workout out.  They will have a math talk on numbers,  adding and 

subtracting using virtual manipulatives.  Then we will have a read aloud,"
Martin's Big words:The Life of Martim" We will discuss MLK's legacy.

Turn in:

Technology
Bennett

Angry Birds
Lesson 1: Write your first computer program.

In this lesson, learners of all ages get an introductory experience with 
coding and computer science in a safe, 

supportive environment. This lesson has been designed for young 
learners, ages 4-10, 

but can be adapted for older learners using the differentiation suggestions 
provided.
Objectives

Students will be able to:
Define “coding” and “computer science”
Identify key computer science vocabulary

Identify places to go to continue learning computer science and coding
Vocabulary

code - (v) to write code, or to write instructions for a computer.
Debugging - Finding and fixing problems in an algorithm or program.

Program - An algorithm that has been coded into something that can be 
run by a machine.

Educode.org Coding
Students will receive a classroom participation grade for working on  
educode.org. The students will be learning the computer language of 

Javascript. The students will be challenged by 15 tasks which they will 
need to use Javascript to solve. Each level teaches a new level which 

includes new parts of the computer language in order to solve the coding 
problem. 

SumoPaint Color Pinwheel Project
Students will be using the Sumo Paint program to create a digital image.

 The digital image will be of a color pinwheel. The sections of the 
pinwheel should be divided equally before the students place colors 

within the space using the paint bucket tool and the color picker tool on 
the Sumo Paint program.

The finished image will use all the digital tools demonstrated during 
class, and have all of the visual requirements explained using the projects 

rubric.
The rubric is as follows:

DrawingDigital  Plane: 500px width 500px height
25 points

Tools: Paint Bucket tool - Rectangle Tool - 
Straight line Tool - Color Picker

25 points
Requirements: Square divided with the straight line tool.
All enclosed areas are filled with different colors using

The paint bucket tool and the color picker
25 points
Turn in:

Students will save the finished image as a png file.
Students will turn in the image using google classroom.

25 points
100 possible points

The finished image will be saved as png, file, and then turned in before 
the due date using Google classroom.

Turn in: Students will show evidence of completed coding exercises on the Code.
org  website.

Students will show evidence of completed coding exercises on the 
Educode.org website.

Turn in: Students will save the finished image to their device as a png 
file, and then turn it in to google classroom on the correct assignment.

Music
Partyka

1. Practice different voices using the ABC's
2. Learn the chant #79. “Button Factory” and create movement
3. Sing ""Old Mother Brown""
4. Point to the beats as you sing 'Old Mother Brown""
5. Clap the words as you sing 'Old Mother Brown""
6. Is it one sound or two?
7. Review #73. “Penguin Polka“
8. Read the storybook, "Tacky the Penguin"

1. Label Quarter and Eighth Notes
2. Sing "Bounce High Bounce Low"
3. Review the story of Peter and the Wolf 
4. Watch and Listen to "Peter" played by the String Family
5. Watch the String Family play Peter's theme
6. Watch and Listen to The Hunters Arrive Theme and The 
Hunters Rifles
7. Watch and Listen to the Oboist play The Hunters Theme
8. Listen to the Timpani play the Hunters Rifles 

1. Echo do mi so patterns in C
2. Rhythm Cards
3. Draw Do, Mi, and Sol on a staff
4. Compose a do mi so melody using the melody composition tool
5. Sing #52. “Oliver Twist”

1. Rhythm Cards
2. Sing #52. “Tideo”
3. Sing #55. “Head and Shoulders Baby” and be "partners" with the 
teacher.
4. Review the song, "Sakura"
5. Learn about the Shamisen
6. Watch a video about the shamisen

1. Learn about the staff
2. Echo Body Percussion patterns
3. Draw and label note values
4. Intro to Musicplay Online Website

1. Learn about the staff
2. Echo Body Percussion patterns
3. Draw and label note values
4. Intro to Musicplay Online Website

Turn in: Visual check of movement to "Penguin Polkka" Visual check of clapping 4 beat rhythms using ta and tati Check drawn staff

SEL
Herrera

Turn in:

Art
Rajski

Penguin Craft
How to draw a Cartoon Penguin. Students will practice listening 

and following step by step instruction to complete the project
Directed drawing -Gingerbread Kids Puffy Snowman Painting

Students will practice listening and follow directions to complete 
the project.

Student will use a recipe how to make Homemade Puffy Snow 
Paint then create a winter painting. 

Turn in: Penguin Drawing Gingerbread Boy or Girl Puffy Snowman Painting

Art
Reynes

Weekly Draw: Favorite Place Week Draw: Favorite Place Weekly Draw: artprompts.org
Recycling Architects: Use images in google drawing to design a building 

from recycled materials
Recycling Architects: Use images in google drawing to design a building 

from recycled materials
Figure Drawing: Draw the figure, practic, create final drawing that will be 

Soundsuit design
Design your themed soundsuit drawing

Turn in: Collect recycled materials Collect recycled materials Figure drawing practice in sketchbook

Remote Learning 
Supports

Log In Information Office Hours
Reynes, Art: Wed 2:30-3:30

* Register for Parent Portal to monitor student progress.

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0


Mark Twain School
Remote Learning Weekly Plan:  Specials

Date: Jan. 18-22
Learning Plan Expectations

Log into your Google Classroom at 8:30 a.m. every morning.

Make sure you’ve followed the directions for turning in each assignment (ex: email your teacher, submit through Google classroom, share the link, etc)

Remember to ask questions as needed!

6th Grade 7th Grade 8th Grade

Students will follow the powerpoint presentation "The Components of 
Fitness, and work with their breakout rooms to come up with ways that 
we can improve each component of fitness. Students will share these 
ideas with the rest of class. Students will then apply their new knowlege 
of components of fitness and how we can apply this to our workouts, they 
will follow me through a Yoga/Flexibility/Balance workout. Cool down, 
review lesson, and open conversation about how we can improve our 
mental health/reduce stress and anxiety (Social/Emotional Learning)

Students will follow the powerpoint presentation "The Components of 
Fitness, and work with their breakout rooms to come up with ways that 
we can improve each component of fitness. Students will share these 
ideas with the rest of class. Students will then apply their new knowlege 
of components of fitness and how we can apply this to our workouts, they 
will follow me through a Yoga/Flexibility/Balance workout. Cool down, 
review lesson, and open conversation about how we can improve our 
mental health/reduce stress and anxiety (Social/Emotional Learning)

Students will follow the powerpoint presentation "The Components of 
Fitness, and work with their breakout rooms to come up with ways that 
we can improve each component of fitness. Students will share these 
ideas with the rest of class. Students will then apply their new knowlege 
of components of fitness and how we can apply this to our workouts, they 
will follow me through a Yoga/Flexibility/Balance workout. Cool down, 
review lesson, and open conversation about how we can improve our 
mental health/reduce stress and anxiety (Social/Emotional Learning)

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?
authuser=0

Students will have an opportunity to increase their library grade on any of 
their assignments from the second quarter by completing a non-fiction 
text features activity.  They will also review all assignments from the 
second quarter.

Students will have an opportunity to increase their library grade on any of 
their assignments from the second quarter by completing a non-fiction 
text features activity.  They will also review all assignments from the 
second quarter.

Students will have an opportunity to increase their library grade on any of 
their assignments from the second quarter by completing a non-fiction 
text features activity.  They will also review all assignments from the 
second quarter.

Sumo Paint Symmetrical Stained glass window project.
Students will use the Sumo Paint program in order to create a 

symmetrical image created by lines. The students will use the symmetry 
tool in order to create the frame of the stained glass window. The students 

then will use the paint bucket to fill in every enclosed area within the 
symmetrical image. The image will have all of the visual elements 

demonstrated during class. The students then will save the image as a 
png. File and then turn it in using Google Classroom to be graded.

Requirements.
Digital Drawing Plane 500 pixels in width and 500 Pixels in height - 25 

points
Tools used: Symmetry tool - Paint bucket tool - 25 points

Visual Requirements - Symmetry tool fills the entire digital drawing 
plane - all the enclosed areas are filled with a color using the color picker 

and the paint bucket.
Turned in - Student’s turn in the image using google classroom. 

Sumo Paint Symmetrical Stained glass window project.
Students will use the Sumo Paint program in order to create a 

symmetrical image created by lines. The students will use the symmetry 
tool in order to create the frame of the stained glass window. The students 

then will use the paint bucket to fill in every enclosed area within the 
symmetrical image. The image will have all of the visual elements 

demonstrated during class. The students then will save the image as a 
png. File and then turn it in using Google Classroom to be graded.

Requirements.
Digital Drawing Plane 500 pixels in width and 500 Pixels in height - 25 

points
Tools used: Symmetry tool - Paint bucket tool - 25 points

Visual Requirements - Symmetry tool fills the entire digital drawing 
plane - all the enclosed areas are filled with a color using the color picker 

and the paint bucket.
Turned in - Student’s turn in the image using google classroom. 

Brush Ninja 3 Parabolic curve GIFs on Google Slides.
Students will be creating 3 parabolic curve GIFs using the online Brush 

Ninja hand drawn GIF tool. Students will create the GIFs as demonstrated 
during class. Each GIF must have the correct amount of slides within the 

animation.
 How are you graded

3 Parabolic Curve GIFS
25 points ( 3 GIFS of parabolic curves)

25 points (correct use of the Brush Ninja Program)
25 point (GIFS have the correct number of slides)

25 points (3 GIFS are turned in on slide and turned in by using google 
classroom or sent by email)

100 points possible.
All 3 of the GIFs must be placed on one Google Slide and then turned in 

using Google Classroom.

 

Turn in: Students will save the finished image to their device as a png 
file, and then turn it in to google classroom on the correct assignment.

Turn in: Students will save the finished image to their device as a png 
file, and then turn it in to google classroom on the correct assignment.

Turn in: Students will save the finished image to their device as a png 
file, and then turn it in to google classroom on the correct assignment.

Naviance: Introduce GoCPS & Set a HS Goal EverFi: Character Ed course introduction EverFi: Vaping Lesson 1: Know

Weekly Draw: artprompts.org Weekly Draw: artprompts.org Weekly Draw: artprompts.org
Experimental Photography: Complete the photography tests, choose your 

favorite and upload to padlet, guessing game with photo tests
Metamorphosis Transformation: choose object and animal, begin drawing 

object, go over steps of metamorphosis
Digital painting self portrait: upload selfie to sketchpad, demo on tools in 

sketchpad, begin work on sketchpad painting
Recreate 3 versions of favorite photo

Turn in Photography tests on Google Classroom Morphing steps in sketchbook Selfie upload to google classroom and sketchpad

https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
https://sites.google.com/cps.edu/mark-twain-pe/pe-workout-videos?authuser=0
http://artprompts.org/
http://artprompts.org/

